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SUMMARY 
Manufacturing processes a re  reviewed and three categories are 
established: 
1. Processes which work also in orbit. 
2. Processes which work much better in orbit. 
3. Processes which work only in orbit. 
The uniqueness of the last  category res ts  on *-"1.izatic;n of the low and zero 
gravity environment and two unique process g-dups a re  discussed: 
A. Buoyancy and thermal convection sensitive processes. 
B. Molecular forces controlled processes. 
Some basic physical data a r e  shown and seven basic processes a r e  described. 
Examples of unique products a re  given for each of the process groups. The 
range of recommended products includes heterogeneous radiation shieldiags, 
isotope fuels, high strength fittings, high purity reactor casings, hollow 
precision balls, ultra thin membranes for  "solid state chemistry, l 1  optical 
corrlponents , multilayer curved components like bullet proof windows, and 
controlled density materials for armor plates, turbine blades, high tempera- 
ture structures, and sonar components. All these products have unique new 
features and can be made only in extended zero "g" environment; tilis means 
these a r e  not cost trade-off cases of terrestrial  versus orbital processing. 
Some philosophy is offered by comparing the discovery of the vacuum during 
the 17th Century with the space age achievement of a permanent zero gravity 
environment in orbit. While the possibility of producing a vacuum within our 
"Ocean of AirM opened the technical period of the steam engine and vacuum 
tube, one can state that the new possibility of escaping from our highest order 
environment, the "Ocean of Gravity, l 1  will open a new phase in our technical 
his tory. 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of the capability to manufacture products in space can be 
approached in the same manner we use on earth, as depicted in Figure 1. 
The lower portion of Figure 1 shows the potential markets o r  customers 
for manufacturing in space. Space maintenance, repair, modification and 
assembly are  one of the objectives frequently mentioned to support our pro- 
jected long term operations in space. 
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Fig. 1 
The manufacture o r  erection of structures in space is another objective which 
is considered to suppo1.t our operations. A third, new objective is to produce 
mique products in space for use on earth. In other words, produce a product 
to sell to a customer. Which processes can be developed in space to produce 
these unique products ? Which products should be made? These are questions 
we need to answer first.  Therefore, in this presentation I will rather 
concentrate on space process engineering and t r y  to demonstrate that unique 
products can be manufactured in space. Only at the end I will mention some 
general views about space tool and space plant engineering and outline the 
plans for development of these new areas of technology. 
SPACE PROCESS ENGINEERING 
To get a better understanding of the processes that might be used in space, we 
reviewed the terrestrial manufacturing processes. There are about a dozen 
basic processes with subgroups as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 
In screening these processes f o r  space manufacturing applications, you 
can divide them into categories as shown in Figure 3. 
SPACE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 
CATEGORY I 
APPLICATION OF EXISTING TERRESTRIAL PROCESSES 
FOR SPACE MANUFACTURING 
(WORKS ALSO I N  ORBIT) 
C A T E G O R Y  II 
OPTIMIZATION OF TERRESTRIAL MANUFACTURING 
PROCESSES TO THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
(WORKS MUCH BETTER IN ORBIT) 
C A T E G O R Y  Ill 
DEVELOPMENT OF UNIQUE SPACE MANUFACTURING 
PROCESSES 
(WORKS ONLY I N  ORBIT) 
R - M E 
MARCH '68 
Figure 3 
The first category concerns all the processes which would work in orbit as 
well as they do on earth. The second category concerns all processes 
which would work much better in orbit because of the environment. The third 
category of processes a re  actually the interesting ones, and these are the ones 
which will be emphasized. 
CATEGORY I 
APPLICATION OF EXISTING TERRESTRIAL PROCESSES 
FOR SPACE MANUFACTURING 
EVALUATION FOR SPACE USE 
SELECTION Or  THE MOST PRACTICAL CANDIDATES 
EXAMPLES: 
ELECTRON #€AM WELDING EXPERIMENT 
EXOTHERMIC TUBE BRAZING EXPERIMENT 
HIGH ENERGY CUTTING AND FORMING EXPERIMENT 
BONDING EXPERIMENT 
DIFFUSION EONDING EXPERIMENTS 
VAPOR DEPOSlTlON EXPERIMENTS 
LASER WELDING, CUTTING, AND DRILLING EXPERIMENTS 
R-ME 
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Figure 4 
Category I, as shown in Figure 4, is the application of existing terrestrial  
processes lor  space manufacturing. These processes would be evaluated for 
space use and the most practical candidates would be selected for flight 
experiments. Processes like electron beam welding, exothermic tube brazing 
and high energy cutting were selected because they ha~re a high assurance of 
working. These are  in fact approved experiments for the Workshop mission. 
Bonding experiments, diffusion bonding experiments, and vapor deposition are 
all experiments which a re  under consideration. They were selected because 
we would not expect any problem with these processes working in the space 
environment. Actually the purpose of such experiments is to verify that these 
processes will work in space and to gain the operational capability for Space 
Maintenance, &pair and Modification tasks. 
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Figure 5 
Category I1 processes,  as shown in Figure 5, are those processes  which 
would work much better  in orbit  because of the space envirosmo:~t. Manu- 
facturing processes  requiring a hard vacuum are naturals for  ihe spact. 
environment. The vacuum of space, of course,  i s  clean and of unlimited 
volume. Processes  such as vacuum me1 ting, casting, levitation melting and 
vapor deposition are all processes  which work on ear th ,  and we know the 
capabilities and restraints .  Levitation melting i s  on ear th  only usrtble f o ~ .  
very small  amounts of conductive mate rials.  
LEVITATION MELTING 
AT 1g 
POSITION CONTROL 
AT 0g 
Figure 6 
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Figure 6 shows how this process is adaptable to the zero gravity environment, 
where the high freqdency coils serve a s  positioning control only. We know that 
cooli~lg rates play an important role and also the contamination factor is 
limiting in our terrestrial processes. Included in these processes a re  crystal 
and whisker growing, and indications a re  that these processes will work much 
better in the zero gravity environment. Basically all of these processes must 
be traded off for cost effectiveness, and this is quite difficult to do at this 
point. For building space etructures, there a re  such things as  extrusion of 
structural shapes. For example, glass may be extruded into large and long 
pipes for components in space structures. Another possibility would be a 
wire weaving machine, which would enable us to weave  inclosure^ of large 
size in space. This may be easier than fabricating them on earth and then 
being faced wit11 the problem of packaging and deploying them., These a re  
trivial examples of well-known terrestrial  processes which may be used. They 
a re  mentioned to indicate that we need not look just a t  the complicated processes 
but should try to look for the simple, practical processes. 
CATEGORY Ill 
DEVELOPMENT OF UNIQUE SPACE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 
LOW AND ZERO GRAVITY PROCESSES 
A BUOYANCY AND THERMAL CONVECTION SENSITIVE 
PROCESSES 
1 BLENDING OF MATERIALS OF DIFFERENT DENSITY IN 
PLASTIC MATRIX 
2 CONVERSION OF COMPACTED POWDERS AND 
COMPOUNDS INTO CASTINGS 
3 COMPOSITE CASllNG 
0 MOLECULAR FORCES CONTROLLED PROCESSES 
1 COHESION OR SURFACE TENSION CASTING 
2. ADHESION OR LAvFP CASTING 
3 BLOW CASTING 
4 CONTROLLED DENSITY CASllNG 
C COMBINED PROCESSES A AND B 
OTHER UNlOUE SPACE PROCESSES 
R-ME 
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Figure 7 
The Category III processes, as shown in Figure 7, a r e  the truly unique ones. 
They a r e  unique and cannot be duplicated on earth because they involve prirnar- 
ily processing in low and zero gravity conditions. Looking a t  the low and zero 
"gM environment, we can compare our situation now to what happened during 
the 17th Century with the discovery and development of vacuum procease8. 
Until then every process was a t  or above one atmosphere air pressure. The 
development of vacuura processes was actually delayed because of the Horror 
Vacui philosophy. Once this philosophy was overcome, such technological 
developments a s  the steam engine and the vacuum tube were made possible. 
The discovery of the vacuum or : ather of the fact that we can escape our 
"Ocean of Air" belongs to the history changing events, With the development 
of rockets which enable us to get into a steady environment of lower than one 
"g", we can extend and improve on free fall processes which on earth cannot 
last  longer than a few seconds. Processes using less than one "g" are not new. 
For instance, to make shot during the Middle Ages liquid lead was poured 
through a screen, and as the droplets feil 1it:le lead spheres were formed in 
this free fall process. Today Minnesota Mining uses a free fall process to 
form the litt-6 glass spheres used in reflecting color for traffic signs and the 
glass micro balloons. There are other processes using free fall to make 
metal powders for example. The problem is that there is no practical way of 
extending this low gravity condition for longer than a few seconds on earth. 
With our capability to go into orbit, where we can escape from our highest 
order environment, the "Ocean of Gravity1', we can readily see that any 
process affected by gravity could be drastically improved in space. An amend- 
ment of major environmental factors as shown in Figure 8 can rightfully be 
postulated. 
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Processes sensitive to buoyancy and thermal convection would without douh t 
be basically changed and secondly in the absence of gravity moltcular forces 
come into play and would become major processing factors. Figure 9 shows 
how different sand in water behaves. Figwe 10 shows that a candle does not 
sustain burning, and Figure 11 demonstrates that the gravity field changes any 
thermal imbalance into a velocity field as is best seen at a cloud. Such vcry ? 
often violent mixing actions are ever -present at any phase change, like during 
the ~olidification of materials. i 
S 
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Figure 10 
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Before we can fully exploit the possibilities for processing in a reduced gravity 
environment, we must understand the implications. For instance, in our one 
"g" environment we melt metals and the low density material comes to the top. 
This is an advantage in purifying the metals. On the other hand, solidification 
and crystallization are irregular because of buoyancy and thermal disturbances 
so that the cast material is not good enough for many applications. We build 
factories to refine these irregular crystals by hot rolling, cold rolling, forging, 
etc. , and then we machine the material to get i t  into the shape and size wanted. 
This of course requires a large investment aild in fact is the major investment 
in industry, which can also be interpreted r s  a penalty for living in our "Ocean 
of Gravity". Now, if we can mix something into the liquid metal and we can 
. w 
use the zerc gravity effect of no buoyancy and no thermal convection, it may be 
possible to obtain full properties in a cast metal. These are consequences .i 
which sound simple but could be far  reaching. 
In looking at some well-known facts found in physics books, we can see the ,. 
possibilities of processing in zero "g". Figure 12 shows that the viscosity of 
-+ 
" .% 
water m d  liquid metals is of the same order of magnitude. Liquid lead is only 
. .v& . o ,  ++ 
twice as viscous as water, whereas a drop of engine oil is two thousand times . * '* ,* 
as viscous as water. This chart shows that the surface tension of iron ., % 3
. + 
increases by afactor of 20 over that of water. We can also get an idea how 3 - *. 
fast liquid materials contract in zero gravity to form perfect spheres. A drop 
of water contracts from an irregular shape to a perfect sphere with a surface 
velocity of about 150 miles per hour. In the case of liquid iron, the velocity 
is nearly that of sound. This means that the molecular forces of surface 
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Figure 12 
tension versus viscosity are s o  po\vcrful that mater ia ls  will assume the equili- 
I)riam shape of r, sphc 1-e almost instantly. Of course this is valid only for  
small  d:.o!)lets 1wc;luse mass  forces can be neglected, The message of this 
char1 i s  c l e a ~ ~  tiiat molecular forces become significant in the zero gravity 
ell\-ironnlcfit of space. Since the molecular forces  can be used as  a means 
of pi-ocessing material ,  we \vould expect that a l e r a n c e s  will be improved by 
several  o rde r s  of magnitude. To machine something within ten thousandths or 
rn:lyl>c 2.3 111illionths of an inch is quite expensive, Because we are talking 
al>out nlolecular forces  and s izes ,  we may be able to produce spheres  in ze ro  
"g" that are accurate within angstrom units. 
Figure 13 shows the relations in a soap bubble or pressure  vessel  between the 
pressure  which can be contained, the hoop stress and the diameter. The smal ler  
the dianleter,  the higher the pressure  capability if the wall thickness is kept 
constant. In the case  of a very smal l  p ressure  vessel  like a droplet of water  
10-6 centimeters in diameter,  the hoop s t r e s s  is produced by the surface 
tension of water. This i s  very smal l  but st i l l  in such dimensions produces a 
large internal p ressure  of 5,000 psi. This is another indication of the power- 
ful nature of the forces  available fo r  processing. In a droplet of iron the 
increase I'q surface tension by a factor of 20 would yield a reaction p re s su re  of 
100,000 psi. Looking at the possibilities f rom an engineering viewpoint, we 
try to determine how these phenomena can be  used in manufacturing. 
IN7ERNAL REACIION PRESSURt CAUSED BY SURfACE TENSION 
Figure 1 3  P 
In addition to these molecular  forces ,  \ve :lave other  possibili t ies \vhich may Ile 
helpful. One i s  in the solidification of mct:~ls. Soliclificaticn mcch;unics i s  ;L 
big and complicated science. In Figure 1 4  \ve show solme Iltlsic concepts that 
m a y  be possible in z c r o  gravity. F i r s t  oi all  \ye cam cool matel-ials lvithout the 
disturbing c o n v w  tion cul-rents and \ye C ~ J I  el i i ~ ~ i t l ~ ? t e  C O I I ~ ~ I I I  in;ltiot~ Ily keeping 
the mate r i a l s  in a free floating condition. Secondly. \ye may I,e able to super-  
cool a liquid meta l  because there  i s  no disturl,ance. Third. \ye may be able to 
control nucleation by the dispersion of po\vders within the liquid n ~ c t a l .  
have shown that liquid meta l s  are as thin as wa te r ,  and to Ile aide to mix  
pa r t i c l e s  in a liquid meta l  !Jn e a r t h  is a s  hopeless  a s  mising sand in \vatel- 
under  one "g" conditions. 
ZERO G SOLIDIFICATION CONCEPTS 
1 CC.JTR0lLED RADIATION COOLING WITHOUT THERMAL EDDIES 
1 SUPER COOLING OF LIQUID PHASE 
3 NUCLEATION CONTROL THROUGH SOLID POWDER DISPERSION 
Figure 14 
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Now we will go into the Category I11 processes in more detail, Figure 15, 
giving examples of processes and product groups which may be developed. 
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Figure 15 
The first group of processes concerns the blending of different density materials 
in either a plastic or  metal matrix. An example of a product in this category 
came from General Dynamics. They have a requirement for shielding electronic 
components from the radiation environment to which the F-111 o r  any high flying 
aircraft is exposed. The radiation shielding is provided by a layer of fine metal 
powder. Because of the high density of the metal powder, i t  cannot be painted 
on, dipped on, o r  sprayed because it demixes from solution. Their solution 
was to make a tape and wrap the components. This is a very troublesome, 
unreliable and costly process. It looks like that under zero gravity a cost 
effective process for dipping o r  spraying such components could be developed. 
It is also possible that components of heterogeneous materials could be 
developed for nuclzar and thermal shielding. These are  uhique applications of 
things which are not possible on earth. 
The powder conversion process could be improved under zero gravity condi- 
tions, and processes such as the dispersion of fibers in metal matrix and the 
production of new types of isotope fuels would be possible. 
A third category is composite casting, where high strength fittings and parts 
for high temperature structures could be cast directly , and novel configurations 
which cannot be machined can be achieved. 
Figure 16 shows how cohesion acts on a liquid in zero gravity environment. 
Cohesion casting processes may be developed to free cast materials allowing 
them to assume perfect spherical shapes for ball bearings, spherical standards, 
etc. The surface conditions, dimensional accuracies and properties may be 
superior to those produced under terrestrial conditions. We reach a new level 
of precision. In this free floating condition it may be possible to spin the 
molten material to form perfect bodies of revolution o r  the shape of the 
material can be influenced with electrost&ic fields to produce irregular but 
repetitive shapes. 
COHESION - SURFACE TENSION 
Figure 16 
Figure 17 shows the principles of cohesion casting. Such bodies could possibly 
be used for standard shapes for bybrie computers to reproduce functions, to 
transform coordinate systems, etc. mechanically rather than electronically. 
The last two examples shown on the chart are probably more realistic a t  this 
point. The production of optical blanks larger than 35 to 40 inches in dia- 
meter by inertia o r  electrostatic casting would be feasible. Optical glass 
produced or  processed under zero gravity conditions may exhibit lower inner 
stresses thus improving the performance. The machining o r  grinding of 
optical lenses is complex but may not be as critical in affecting the perform~nce 
as induced stresses in the glass. This example was pointed out by Douglas, 
who is engaged in an Air Force project to develop large lenses for satellites. 
They are of the opinion that under zero gravity conditions it would be easier to 
support the glass and control the cooling process without inducing stresses. 
It may be feasible to return such lenses in the command module. A similar 
case is the casting of casings for nuclear fuel elements. If you have a perfect 
sheet of metal for a container, and you form it, you rearrange the molecular 
FREE CASTING INERTIA EL. FlELC 
CASTING CASTING 
HEAT 
HEAT 
Figure 17 
structure and the radiation lifetime goes down by an order of magnitude. Under 
zero "g" conditions, the casing material could be cast and you would increase 
the lifetime a hundred times. Casings for such fuel elements are not necessarily 
large and could be recovered with available equipment. Another novel process 
in combination with the free suspended super-cooled material is the shaping 
and directional solidification a s  shown in Figure 18. 
SUPER COOLED COINING 
COINING DIES 
INJECTION DIE 
--om- ---- 3 
Figure 18 
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Adhesion casting and blow casting processes are shown in Figure 19. Figure 
20 shows how adhesion between a liquid and a solid body acts in zero gravity 
environment. Adhesion casting may be described simply by the example of 
soldering. Under one "gll conditions if you apply too much solder it will drip 
off. Under zero gravity conditions relatively thick layers of material can be 
built up and would remain in place because of the adhesive forces. 
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COAT 1 A 
The implication is that i t  may be possible to float layers of metals and non- 
metals inside or  outside a mold to produce parts, as shown in Figure 21. 
Adhesion casting processes may be applied to the coating of nuclear isotopes 
and optical components. The production of thin layer materials for  solid stale 
electronics may also be an important application of this process. 
ADHESION CASTING 
Figure 21 
Blow casting is an a rea  which may yield some interesting products. Basically 
we are talking about the production of bubbles from metals or  non-metals as 
illustrated in Figure 22. 
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A soap bubble blown on earth is not stable because the liquid between the outer 
and inner surface tension layers drains under gravity, the surf ace tension 
layers touch and you have a brittle fracture case. Under zero gravity conditions 
stability is achieved, and you can blow bubbles from steel o r  any other material. 
The hollow steel sphere, for example, would fill a need of the Air Force, who 
has been looking for hollow ball bearings. These hollow balls a z needed to 
reduce the mass inertia, to compensate for temperature gradients, and to 
increase bearing lifetime. It may also be possible to blow large thin wall 
bubbles three molecular layers thick to produce membranes of metals, glass 
o r  other inorganics. 
Utilizing the adhesive and the cohesive forces, the liquid material can be drawn 
to thin wires, tubes and membranes free of crucible and draw die contamination, 
Figurs 23 shows this in principle. These membranes would be extremely 
fragile but could be stacked up in layers to produce membranes for such things 
a s  sea water desalting. It may even be possible to develop "solid state chem- 
istry", that is to reproduce functions with inorganics that the human body 
produces with organic materials. 
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The last category, as shown in Figures 24 and 25, is called contrqlled density 
casting. By controlled density casting we are talking about foam materials o r  
variations of foam materials. The stability of foam is determined by the same 
crif2ria as  a soap bubble, so if we can eliminate the gravity effecis which drain 
the liquids from around tho gas, we can produce stable foams and can control 
the packaging density. Balsa wood and hickory are basically the same material 
but with different packaging densities. Nature grows things with inherited 
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molecular patterns. Anything which i s  not alive comes in one density, like 
steel 7 . 8 ,  but if you go into zero gravity you can control the density by 
inducing gas bubbles into the material. It may be possible to produce a 
material that would have the same Low density a s  balsa wood and have the high 
tempersture, high strength properties of steel. It would have the same 
strength-to-weight ratio in tension but in compression there would be a big 
gain because of the cross section. The ductility of materials co~ild be 
influenced; for example, Beryllium could be foamed and would withstand more 
deflection because of the stresses in the bubbles. Problems such as crack 
propagation and stress corrosion would be alleviated by the little bubbles. it 
would be similar to the practice of stop drilling a crack. The production of 
superior armor materials may be possible because of these features. ilnother 
possibility exists in lowe2ing the density of materials to that of less than water 
and make it float for use in deep submersible structures. 
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Figure 26 
The dispersion of the perfectly spherical gas inclusions should be so fine that 
a high equilibrium pressure is maintained. Figure 26 shows the volume ratio 
required for aluminum and steel in order to make these materials buoyant in 
water. It may also be possible to vary the density of material cver the length 
by applying centrifugal force to a batch of material containkg ui~iform size 
bubbles and freezing the material when the desired den~ i ty  distribution is 
attained. The material could then be cut and used for. comgonents such as for 
equal stress and cross section compresscr blades for jet engines, as shown 
in Figure 27. Another potential application is for sonar transducer material. 
Figures 28 and 29 summarize once more the previously described processes, 
experiments and potential applications. 
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Let me make the statement that all these pobential products are only a very 
bashful beginning of exploiting our new access to zero gravity. If one would 
have asked Toricelli (the inventor of the vacuum pump in 1650) what his 
vacuum was good for, and if he would have answered that this opens the age of 
radio and television, nobody would have understood. We are presently in a 
similar situation with respect to our new access to extra-te rrestrial production 
environment. We have to understand further, as another by-product of low 
gravity gradient environment, that the size of process equipment can increase 
by many orders of magnitude because of the diminishing dead weight deflections. 
This means access to processes which need large dimensions, high precision 
and vacuum of the universe in order to take place. As mentioned at the bottom 
of Figure 28, future process development such as isotope production and new 
separation methods might be the avant-garde for "cosmic production" of non- 
terrestrial materials. 
SPACE TOOL ENGINEERING 
A typical "Syace Manufacturing Machine Tool" can be seen in Figure 30, where 
a "Space Foundry Machinev is shown as it was specified by the author in July 
1966. 
Figure 30 
h e  has to rernembr that the consequences of weightlessness are abstract 
facts to us and therefore the most practical solutions to the space manufacturing 
engineering problems may appear very strange at first. 
Zero  "g'"pprocessIng  ill take advantage of the free floating liquid material, 
which becomes now m object in its own right. The liquid will immediately 
take the basic '"cosrnic'~odiguration of the perfect sphere. The interaction 
of free suspended liquid materials with solid and gaseous materials is a new 
field of science and engineering which has to be developed now and will provide 
the in-depth backup for the Space 'Tool Engineer, Space processing will differ 
from terrestrial manufacturing mainly because the operations are achieved by 
"Energy Management" and not by hard tmling such as drop hammers, milling 
machines, and cranes. One can postulate that space manufacturing consists of 
areas such as: 
1. Energy management for heating and cooling. 
2. Field (electric and inertia) management for positioning and forming. 
3. Gravity gradient field management during processing, 
4. Gas management for the internal materids configuration. 
5. Others, such as trajectory management for positioning the Space Manu- 
facturing Machine in the Earth Magnetic Field or the Van Allen Eklt, 
Earth Shadow, Libration Points and Orbital Drop areas fur shipment 
down to earth. d 
SPACE PLANT ENGINEERhTG 
!Ire hatre concerned ourselves over the past years with the consequences of 
zero gravity to a terrestrial type factory. The most remarkable change must 
he seen in the disappearawe of the Eunctian of the floor, which serves the 
location and translation of men and materials, In ,an orbital plant, mechanical 
means such as we are presently developing in the Scrpentuator will take over 
these tasks. Furthermore the doors, which haw to he big air locks in a space 
station, must still be developed. It Iaoks like most of the manufacturing ~vill 
go on outside the actual "manned quarters", ,and the tools or processing units 
will float around outside and he  brought inside the station for loading and 
servicing. 
Figure 31 shuws our latest developed Serpentuatar, which can cover a spherical 
motion volume of 40-foot radius around its attachment point, and Figure 39 
shows a preliminary corif iguration for a "Space 3lanufacturing Development 
Module" ~vhieh could he considered a building block for a t'uturc s p a c ~  plant. 
Figure 31 
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Figure 32 
The Space Manufacturing Development Module will be separately launched and 
docked at the apace station. The interfaces to its launch vehicle, the orbital 
transfer vehicle for accomplishing the docking and to the space siation systrems 
and operations are be be determined in such a way that no duplication of systems 
and operations functions exists. The module provides the facility for an environ- 
mentally eonWolled volume inside the basic s t r u c t u ~ .  It consists of (a) a 
laboratory portion equipped for shirt-sleeve operations (but does not contain 
any facilities such as living quarters, eating and sleeping equipment, etc,), 
(b) a storage portion for experiment materials and products with its own docking 
port for logistics vehicles, and (c) a shop and &-lock portion providing full 
cross-sectional access to the outside. In addition, an ouhide manufacturing 
operations range is provided by positioning and handling systems such as 
Serpentuators and manipulators. The outside range covers a spherical motion 
volume of about 100-foot radius. 
The basic arrangemeat of an inside and an outside operations range provides 
the flexibility for permanent attachment of the module at nearly any place on 
the outside envelope of the gpace station, The creation of the outside range 
enables ps i th ing  of the manufacturing equipment intn the proper location with 
respect to the required gravity gradient limitations of the specific process. 
The experiment, or manufacturing equipment, has bo be designed for operation 
in the outside vacuum either staying attached to the Serpentuator and maintaining 
the power aad monitoring interfaces with the shirt-aleeve operations control 
room of the module or the complete experiment package can be released and 
operate as a free flying satellite and be retrieved by the Serpentuabr after 
completion of the process. - llis outside operational capability solves further- 
mnre problems with wspect to energy mmagement, because the heat radiation 
I docs not burden tllc internal space station systems, Another important 
advantage is in the safety aspects and enables experimental development of 
processes where the failure and hazard level is difficult ta predict or psohibi- 
tive for inside operation. A very important advantage is in eIirnination of free 
f 1 ying requirements for the complete rn odule , which would provide extremely 
difficult operations problems. The Serpentuator system can also serve as 
s e n ~ o k  inspection and repair equipment for the whole space station and also as 
a ~ncchanically eloscd logistics system trar.sfcrring man and material. 
The role of' man in the presently visrralized manufacturing process development 
is essentially as ,an observer, Two astronauts are necessary an a full-time 
Imsis , sharing the supervision of the Space Manufacturing Development hI odule. 
Tl~e products ma~ufacturing operations are automated and remotely cantrolled 
Croln the manufacturing tdmratory where the astronaut is working in shirt- 
sleeve envirot~ltient. RIost of the eh~erirnents \frill be attached in the shop or  
air-lock Tone to the Serpenhtuator. After closing the inner air-lock door, the 
csperin~ent is moved out and the manufacturing weration is remotely conducted 
n sdk distalwe from the module and space station. Other satelli:es are moved 
into the shop 01- ail* lock for repair and are repaired and modified in shirt- 
sleeve environment. There is a second smaller air lock in the laboratory 
po~*tion for the outsicle operation of small experiments. 
The it~spec tian of illc space station lor the purpose of maintenance and repair 
is also done remotely by sensor packages which are attacl~ed to the tip end of a 
Sc rpentuntor . Corrections and repairs are basically done by remote tooling 
attached to the Serpentuators. 
A Far-out configuration of an orbital factory is shown in Figure 33. 
Figure 33 
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DEVELOPMENT OUTLINE FOR SPACE MANUFACTURING 
The selection of space manufacturing projects must be targeted toward 
efficient, early accomplishment of significant results. The past activity, as 
previously shown, has yicided a first set of ideas, recommendations and 
proposals for ex~eriments.  From this, two basic categories of space manu- 
facturing activity can be cited: 
1. Utilization of the buoyancy and thermal convection free environment 
for proce ssing of unique materials. 
2. Utilization of the molecular forces of the materials during liquid state 
for shaping and configuration control of unique products. 
Space Manufacturing Experiments for AAP-2 Mission 
The Space Manufacturing Experiment M512 has been updated to cover some 
potential materials development of category 1. Included is a number of zero 
gravity melting and solidification samples of unique materials. Par t  of these 
samples are electron beam melted and of about 1/4-inch diamete~. They are 
located on a supporting bracket o r  sting. Other samples are proc,tssed in a 
closed crucible or  capsule by exothermic heating. The samples cover metal- 
lurgical and crystallization aspects of metals and pre-mixed composite materials. 
Also the formation and configuration of free surfaces will be studied. The up- 
dated implementation plan has beep submitted and is in general accepted. 
Space Manufacturing Project for the Follow-on Mission 
The next space manufacturing experiment will progress into category 2. pro- 
cesses. An experiment proposal for "Zero-g Casting" is presently in 
preparation. This Free Casting Module will allow for free suspension of the 
materials during melting and cooling and will provide for controllable inert gas 
pressure environment and inertia and electrical force fields for free forming. 
The following experiment groups are then accessiblz for process development: 
1. Making solid precision bodies by free, inertia and electrostatic field 
casting. 
2. Making hollow precision bodies as above and development of bubble 
centering processes. 
3. Novel nucleation controlling solidification processes with the completely 
free suspended materials by super-cooling. The following materials 
and configurations can be accomplished with the Free Casting Module: 
Materials 
Supersaturated alloye for  thermoelectric and super-conductive appli- 
cation 
New type glasses 
Prestress free blanks for lenses 
Single crystals 
High purity metal standards (centrifugal cleaning) 
Conf i s ra t ions  
Precision balls for bearings 
Precision hollow balls for bearings 
Optical components 
Density controlled metal configurations with unique properties, 
structurally, electrically, and thermally (three -s tate casting) 
Space Manufacturing Projects for the 1975 Permanent Space Station 
Large quantities of novel materials, such as 50 pounds o r  more, will be pro- 
cessed in the Manufacturing Development Module and serve as baseline for 
industrial product applications. 
Supporting Research and Development 
Research and development studies have been released and are planned to 
continue in order to establish the in-depth physical and mathematical verifi- 
cation for the proposed processes and the daily influx of new processes and 
applications. Also, an encouraging industry response has developed, and a 
number of industry -sponsored experiments are presently underway. 
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